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1. The problems treated in the present paper are a group valued measure version of
results, in particular, on atoms of real measures developed in [3]. The group valued
measures in general lack some properties that play an important role in deriving such
results of real measures that we are interested in here. Therefore, we have imposed a
restriction upon the group valued measures that resembles the monotonity of real meas
ures. With this restriction, one can define a uniformity on the ring of sets on which
the group valued measure is defined. And it is shown that the associated uniform space
is sequentially complete provided the range group is metric. Also it is shown that there
exists a relation between the nonexistence of atoms and the connectedness of the associat
ed space. This, as it happens, resembles the results obtained by Landers Cl] in part.

2. In what follows, G denotes a Hausdorff group and iJt (e) the neighborhood filter
of the identity e of the group G. Let R be a ring of subsets of a set S. A set function
J1.: R - G is a group valued measure or simply a measure unless otherwise stated, if
J1.(U._~E.)=lim f.l,(E1)·f1(E2)···f1(E,,) for every disjoint sequence {E.} in R such that
U.-~E" ER. A set E with fJ,(E)=/=e is an atom if p(F)=e or fJ,(F)=fJ,(E) whenever
FeE and F in R.

Recall that a sequence of sets is monotone if it is increasing or decreasing. The same
arguments employed in [3, Theorem D, Theorem E, p. 39J prove the following
Theorems.

THEOREM. If {E,,} is a monotone sequence in R such that lim E. (; R, then lim f.l,(E.)
= f1 (lim En).

THEOREM. A set function f1: R-G which is finitely multiplicative is a measure if and
only if it is continuous from below at every E in R, or continuous from abo've at the
empty set 9.

3. Motivated by Lemma 1 of [2J, we shall impose a restriction upon group
valued measures so that some of results concerned with atoms of real measures remain
true.

DEFINITION. A measure p: R->G is said to be monotone if f1 CE) (; U for E (; Rand
U E iJt(e) , then fJ,(F)(; U whenever FeE and FER.

It is straightforward from the above definition that f1 (F) =e if F is a measurable
subset of a measurable set E with f.l, CE) =e, and that a pair of disjoint measurable sets
cannot assume non-identity values one of which is the inverse of the other.

In what follows by a measure f.l,:R-G we shall mean a monotone measure. In order
to define a uniformity on R, let, for each U in iJt(e), 0 be the set of those pairs
{E, F) ER x R with f.l,(E6F) E if, and let 11 be the collection of all such O. To begiu
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with, it will be convenient to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let W be a neigkborhootl of e with W 2 c. U where U dt(e). If p(E,0,X)
E W and P(X,0,F) E W, then p.(E,0,F) E U whenever E, F and X are in R.

Proof. Clearly, we have

E6F= (E-F) U(F- E)

=([E-(EnF)]nX) U([F-(EOF)]-X) U

([F-(EnF)]nX)]U ([E-(EnF)]-X),

If Z stands for E or F, it is clear that

«Z-(EnF» nX) n «EO F)-X) =<p,

«Z-(EnF» -X) [] (X-(E(.) F» =(j>,

an<!. hence

(Z-(EnF» nX=«(Z-(EQF» nX) U«EnF)-X»-«EnF)-X),

(Z- (E nF» -X= (((Z- (E nF» -X) U(X- CE nF) ) - eX- (E 0F».

Replacing Z by E and F in the last two equalities and substituting sets thus obtained'.
in the :first equality, we have

ELF=«ELX)-T) U((Fl'>X)-T),

where T=(X-(EnF» U«EnF)-X). By taking account of the monotonity of p.,
we have p.(E,0,F) E U. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 2. Let p.; R--G be a measure, then ifl is a ,base of a uniformity for R
and p. is uniformly continuous with respect to the topology indUGed from ifl.

Proof. Averting to Lemma 1, it is obvious that ifl is a base of a uniformity. To
show that f--I is uniformly continuous, let U be any neighborhood of e. Choose a sym

metric neighborhood V of e such that V 2cU. If (E, F) E V. that is p. (ELiF) t< V, then
p(E-F) E V and p(F-E) E V. Hence, we have

p.(E)-l·p.(F)=p«E-F) U(EnF»-l'p«F-E) U(EnF»

= p.(E-F) -l·p.(F-E).

Thus p.(E)-l.p.(F)EU, which completes the proof.

LEMMA 3. If E E R is a given set, the 11Ulpping h: X--E n X for each X E R is
uniformly continuous on R.

Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the equality (X nE) 6 (Y nE) =
En (X6Y).

THEOREM 4. Let p:R->G be a measure. If the ttSSOCiated rmiform space in accord
ance with Theorem 2 is connected, then p. has no atom.

Proof. Let A be an atom, by Theorem 2 and Lemma -3, it £oUows that the inverse
image (pofA)-l(e) is a closed set. We shall show that it is also open. To do this let
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V be any neighborhood of efG such that /leA) EV. If Xo E(IJ,0fA)-I(e), we have for
each X E UeXo), lJ,ofA(X)=/l(ArJX)=p.«AnX)-Xo) U(AOXnXo» =1J,«AnX)-Xo).
Since CAnX)-Xoc:X6Xo. we can not have IJ,(AOX)=IJ,(A). Thus lJ,0fA(X)=IJ,(AO
X)=e, which proves OeXo)C:(P.0 fA)-l(e).

Since R is connected we must have R=(IJ,0fA)-I(e). This is impossible because
A'E(IJ,0fA)-l(e), completing the proof.

Henceforth, S will stand for a u-ring of subsets of a given set.

THEOREM 5. If the neighborhood filter !/tee) has a countable base, then the associated
uniform space S is sequentially complete.

Proof. Let {U,,} be a countable base for !/tee). It is sufficient to show that there
exists a convergent subsequence of any given Cauchy sequence {E,,}. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that V ,,"::::IV,,+1 for all n. For each n, let {U", i} be a
sequence of neighborhoods of e such that U2".i+ l c:V".i, V", 12c:V", where i=l, 2, •••.
Clearly, there exists a subsequence {El. i } of {E,,} such thatp.(Fl.• 6El ,v)EVl ,,,. if m~~,
v. This is the first step in the construction of the following subsequences represented.
by an array

SI: El ,h El, 2> ...

S2: E2• h E2,2, •••

such that

Ca) Sk is a subsequence of Sk-l

Cb) p.(Ek••6Ek,v)En i-:Ui,p if A,lJ?,:p.

Since S" is a Cauchy sequence, there is an integer il such that p.(E".•,dE".v) E n:~\ Vi. 1

if A, V/il' Write E"+1.1=E",j1' By an induction, we can find a sequence

S"+1: E"+1, I, E"+1,2>'"

of S" such that E"+1.p=E".jp where jp is an integer satisfying /-l(E",.,dE".v) E n;~\ Vi.!>"
for A, lJ,;?jp and h>ip-l (P>l).

It is clear that S"+l satisfies (b). In fact, for each p,

/-l(E"+1..6E"+1,v)=/-l(E,,.j,6E,,,jv) E n;~:Ui.P

whenever A, lJ~p.
We now go down the diagonal of the array: i. e., we consider the sequence

S: E l ,b E2,2''''

Let E=lim sup E",,, and let B,,= U,_'::E•.•. Then, E=lim B" and

En. "I::::. E= (E", "I::::.B) I::::. (B"I::::.E)

= (E." ,,6 ( U,_::E.,.» 6 (B,,6E)

c:( n1_~(E., rh. nH6E,,+.-1,n+k-I» I::::. (B"I::::.E).

Because n+Ki"H and E,,+k,.,+k=En+k-I,joH, clearly we have
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Tor k;;?l. For the simplicity of notation, write, for each n;;?l,

K= Ui-"; (EnH.nH6En+k-I. n+k-l) , K m= U.-~(EnH.nH6EnH-I.nH-I)'

Thus, for every m;;?l, [.t(Km ) EUn.n,Un.n+1···Un,mCUn.n-l and hence [.t(Km) EUn.1. Since
[.t(K)=lim[.t(Km), we have [.t(K) E Un. ICUn and therefore [.t(En.n6(n.l-,:E.l. .l) EUn.Now
let V be a given neighborhood of e and let W be a neighborhood of e such that WZc
V. Since {Bn6E} is a decreasing sequence and converges to the empty set, there exists
,an integer N such that [.t(Bn6E)cW for all n~N. Moreover we may assume that UN
cW, which implies [.t(En.n6E) E V for all n;;? N completing the proof.

Let a measure [.t: S->G satisify the following condition

(*) for each E E Sand U E r;t(e) there exists a sequence {Ei} (depending on U) such
that E= U i-";Ei and [.t(Ei) E U.

Since the measure [.t is monotone, the above sequence {Ed may well be assumed dis
joint and constant from some term on: i. e., every E E S can be represented as E= Ui- ~Ei

and f1. (E;) E U (n, the number of E/ s, depends on U) . We shall call such a finite dis
joint collection of E/s a decomposition of E with respect to U and denote it by {Er,
Ez, •••, En: U}.

Clearly, if f1. has the property (*), it can have no atoms.

THEOREM 6. If a measure [.t:S->G has the property (*) and r;t(e) has a countable
.base, then the associated uniform space is connected.

Proof. Suppose that S is disconnected: i. e., there are disjoint nonempty open subsets
,fie and (I of S, whose union is S. The empty set if> E S belongs to one of sets ;;e or else
(I, say ;;e. Then, there exists a set E in (I with [.t (E) =l=e. Let ~= {U;} be a base as in
the proof of Theorem 5. Moreover, we may assume VI (if» E;;e and VI (E) E (I.

Write V1=UI and let Vz be an element in ~ with VicVI. H Q)= {Er, Ez, .", En: Vz}
is a decomposition of E, there exists an integer t(n>t>l) and Ei.EQ) such that
E- U._ ;Ei.E(I but (E- U._ ;Ei.) - EkE (I for some Ek with k=l=ip 19<t. To see this,
note that E-Ei E (I and E i E;;e for any i.

Let BI= E, Bz= E- U•_; Ei., RI= E and R z= Ek where B z- E hE (I. By an induction
we shall construct decreasing sequences {Bn}, {Rn} in Sand {Vn} in ~ such that;

(a) Bn E(I,

(b) Bn-Rn E (I

(c) [.t(Rn) E Vn.

(d) Vn[Bn-1]c(l.

For n=2, it has been done in preceding paragraph.
There is Vn+1 in ~ such that Vn+1cUn+r, Vn+1zcVn and Vn+1[Bn]c(l because BnE (I

(the induction hypothesis) and (I is open. Let {Dr, D z, ' ••, Dm: Vn+1} be a decomposi
tion of Rn. -Then, as in case for n=2, there is an integer t(m>t>l) and r such that
Bn-U._;Di. E(I but (Bn-U.-:D;.)-Dk E'fJ, k=l=ip (l<p<t). The sets Bn-U.-: Di.
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and D k may be chosen for Bn+l and R"+h respectively, which completes the induction
on n. "Ve note that in the above construction, B"-B"+1cR,, if n;?2.

To see that {Bn} and {B,,-R,,} are Cauchy sequences in (J and fJe, respectively, let U
be any neighborhood of e. Reverting to the construction of {Vn }, we can find an
integer N such that n?;.N implies V"cU. Therefore, we have B,,6Bn+p=B,,-B,,+pc
Rn' so that by (c), f.l(Bn6Bn+p) (U for n"?N. Thus, {B,,} is a Cuachy sequence in
fJ. Note that the sequence {B,,-Rn} (n;?2) is increasing and (Bn-B,,) 6 (B,,+p-Rn+p)c
Rn' from which it is clear that {B,,-Rn} is a Cauchy sequence in fJe.

Since S is complete by Theorem 5, the sequences {Bn} and {Bn-Rn} being arbitrarily
near as n tends to infinity, converges to a common limit. This contradicts to the choice
of the sets (j and fJe, completing the proof.

Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and B be the a-ring of Borel sets. A
measure f.l:B-+G is said to be regular at E if, for each U(w'(e), there exsist a compact
set C and an open set H of X such that CcEcH and p.(H-C) (U.

LDI~IA 7. If a measure p.:B-+G is regular at an atom A, there exists a compact set
C such that A::::::lC and f.l(C)=f.l(A).

Proof· Let U be a neighborhood of the identity e (G with f.l (A) EU. The regularity of
J1. at A implies that there exist a compact set C and an open set H such that CcAcH
and f.l(H- C) (U. Since p.(H) =J1.(H-C)· f.l(C), J1.(C) =e implies f.l(A) (U which is
impossible.

THEoRnl 8. If p.:B-+G is a regular measure, then for every atom A there exists a
point x in A such that p.(A) =p.( (x}).

Proof. Let C be the collection of all compact subsets C such that A~C and jJ. (C) =
p. (A). Then, by Lemma 7, C is not empty. H Cl and C2 are in C, then Cl nC2 is in
C. Otherwise, either p.(Cl) =e or p. (C2) =e. It follows that C has finite intersection
property, and hence F= n{C: C (C} is not empty. We shall show that F consists of
single point x. If there were another point y~x, let H be any open set containing x
but not y. Let C be any set in C, then either f.l (C nH) = p. (A) or p. (C- H) = f.l (A).
Reverting to Lemma 7, if p.(CnH)=f.l(A), there exists a compact set KcCnH with
jJ.(K)=f.l(A). This meansy( F, leading to a contradiction. If f.l(C-H) =jJ. (A) , then
C-H being compact is in C. This is impossible since x(C-H. Thus F={x}cA.

Now, it remains only to prove f.l( {x}) =Fe. Let U be any neighborhood of e such that
p. (A) EU. Then f.l (H-x) (U for some open set H containing x since jJ. is regular at
{x}. Since every set in C is compact, there exist finite number of sets Ci in C such
that n 1_~CicH and f.l(n 1_~Ci)=p.(A). If it were f.l({x})=e, then f.l(H)=f.l(H-x)·
f.l(x) =f.l(H-x) (U. The monotonity of f.l implies that f.l(n ,~~Ci) (U, which contradicts
our assumption. This completes the proof.
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